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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter discusses relevant literature to provide a theoretical framework 

for this research. This theoretical framework drives and underlies the research 

theory. Some topics discussed in this chapter include grammar in ELT, implicit 

grammar teaching, teaching English to young learners, and implicit grammar 

teaching for young learners. 

A. Grammar in ELT 

This section discusses the concept of grammar in ELT, traditional grammar 

teaching methods, and communicative approaches to grammar teaching. 

1. Concept of Grammar in ELT 

Grammar is an essential part of teaching and learning languages when it comes 

to English language teaching (ELT). It refers to the set of rules that govern how 

words, phrases, and sentences are formed in a language (Larsen-Freeman, 2003). 

In ELT, the systematic study of grammar involves not just memorizing rules but 

also understanding how these rules apply to real-world communication, which is 

required for learners to internalize grammatical structures and employ them 

spontaneously in conversation (Burton, 2020). Furthermore, incorporating 

grammar into ELT applications enhances the development of critical thinking 

abilities by encouraging learners to examine and create sentences that are both 

grammatically correct and contextually appropriate (Rossiter, 2021). 

Over the years, the concept of grammar in ELT has changed to reflect shifting 

perspectives and scientific discoveries. Traditionally, grammar instruction has 

emphasized the explicit teaching of grammatical rules and structures since they are 

essential to clear communication (Richards & Rodgers, 2014). However, recent 

methods criticize this notion, realizing the limitations of teaching grammar 

explicitly and emphasizing the importance of meaningful contexts and 

communicative competence (Celce-Murcia, 2007). These newer approaches 

encourage the integration of grammar instruction within authentic activities, where 

learners engage in meaningful language use (Larsen-Freeman, 2015). 
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Cognitive linguists have proposed a different view of grammar, arguing that it 

is a systematic inventory of conventional linguistic structures that emerge from 

language usage and cognitive processes (Langacker, 1987). This viewpoint 

emphasizes the importance of incorporating grammar instruction into 

communicative contexts and authentic language use. Following this perspective, 

teachers are encouraged to design learning experiences that reflect the authentic use 

of language, allowing learners to explore grammatical concepts through interaction 

and meaningful communication (Qin et al., 2024). This approach is consistent with 

the idea that the process of learning a language is strongly connected to cognitive 

mechanisms and social interaction, which emphasizes the importance of grammar 

in everyday communication (Llopis-García, 2024). 

In conclusion, the concept of grammar in ELT extends beyond the acquisition 

of rules and structures. It includes the acquisition of grammatical competence, 

which involves the ability to use grammar correctly, meaningfully, and 

appropriately in a variety of communicative contexts (Canale & Swain, 1980). This 

comprehensive approach to grammar emphasizes the importance of integrating 

form, meaning, and application in language instruction. 

2. Traditional Grammar Teaching Method 

Traditional grammar teaching methods, such as the grammar-translation 

method, have been used in language education for centuries (Suradin et al., 2022). 

This method focuses on the explicit teaching of grammatical rules and structures, 

which has been widely used in classrooms around the world. It can be identified by 

an emphasis on rule memorization, which is frequently accomplished through 

decontextualized exercises and translations from and into the target language 

(Lestary, 2019). The primary goal of this approach is to develop learners' ability to 

read and translate literary texts accurately, with less emphasis on oral 

communication skills (Benati, 2018). 

However, the effectiveness of the traditional grammar teaching method in 

instilling a deep understanding of grammatical concepts cannot be underestimated. 

It provides a structured framework that can help beginners who need a clear and 

systematic introduction to the complexities of a new language (Çiftci & Ozcan, 
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2021). The method’s focus on accuracy ensures that learners have a solid 

foundation upon which they can build further language skills (Lagari et al., 2023). 

Moreover, the ability to accurately translate texts is a practical skill that may be 

applied in a variety of professional fields (Mart, 2013). 

Despite its longstanding presence in educational settings, the traditional 

grammar teaching method has been criticized for its limitations. Critics claim that 

it provides a passive learning experience and does not prepare learners for real-

world communication (Çiftci & Ozcan, 2021). According to Natsir and Sanjaya 

(2014), this method focuses on written language over spoken language and may 

result in a lack of practical conversational skills. Furthermore, the decontextualized 

nature of grammar exercises may limit learners’ ability to apply grammatical rules 

flexibly in different contexts (Mansouri et al., 2019). 

In response to these criticisms, some educators have worked to modernize the 

traditional grammar teaching method by integrating it with more communicative 

approaches. This involves using grammar instruction as a foundation upon which 

to build communicative competence (Wong & Barrea-Marlys, 2012). For example, 

grammar points are stated clearly but are then practiced through interactive 

speaking and writing activities that involves authentic language use (Larsen-

Freeman & Anderson, 2011). Additionally, teachers integrate authentic materials 

such as news stories, dialogues, and multimedia content to contextualize grammar 

learning (Gilmore, 2007). 

To summarize, while the traditional grammar teaching method has been a 

cornerstone of language education, it is not without its challenges. The method’s 

focus on explicit grammar instruction and translation has been beneficial for 

developing reading and translation skills but less so for oral communication. 

Modern language pedagogy increasingly seeks to balance traditional methods with 

communicative approaches to create a more dynamic and effective learning 

experience (Littlewood, 2014). 

3. Communicative Approaches to Grammar Teaching 

In the field of language education, communicative approaches have emerged 

as a progressive alternative to traditional grammar methods of instruction. These 
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approaches recognize the importance of grammar while emphasizing its role in 

facilitating meaningful communication (Savignon, 2018). Communicative 

approaches encourage implicit grammar teaching through meaningful contexts and 

task-based activities that reflect authentic language use (Ellis, 2003; Nassaji & 

Fotos, 2011). These pedagogical strategies are based on the concept that language 

acquisition is most effective when it is interactive, meaningful, and integrated in 

real communication (Richards & Rodgers, 2014). 

Integrating grammar into a communicative framework requires a precise 

balance of form and function. Teachers have been assigned with creating lessons 

that not only provide grammatical structures but also allow learners to use these 

structures in meaningful ways (Thornbury, 2001). This often involves the use of 

authentic materials and real-life communication scenarios that require learners to 

apply grammar dynamically, rather than simply memorizing rules. Teachers can 

help learners acquire structures and use them naturally in their language interactions 

by creating an environment that ensures grammar is connected with engaging 

communicative practices (Pawlak, 2012). 

Empirical research has supported the effectiveness of communicative 

approaches in grammar instruction. Studies have shown that learners who receive 

grammar teaching through task-based activities and meaningful contexts enhance 

their grammatical accuracy and overall language proficiency (Ellis, 2003; Nassaji 

& Fotos, 2011). Furthermore, such research indicates that incorporating grammar 

into a communicative context not only improves language competence but also 

increases learners' confidence and motivation (Ellis, 2012). This shows that when 

learners perceive grammar as a tool for effective communication rather than a set 

of abstract rules, they are more likely to engage in the language learning process 

and achieve greater competency (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). 

In other words, communicative approaches to grammar instruction provide a 

more dynamic and comprehensive alternative to traditional methods. These 

approaches address the limitations of decontextualized instruction by addressing 

grammar in the context of meaningful communication, promoting the development 

of both linguistic accuracy and communicative fluency. As language education 
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evolves, the integration of communicative strategies remains a critical focus for 

developing effective language learners.  

B. Implicit Grammar Teaching 

This section discusses the concept of implicit grammar teaching, core 

foundations, benefits, challenges, and techniques of implicit grammar teaching. 

1. Concept of Implicit Grammar Teaching 

Implicit grammar teaching is an approach that focuses on introducing learners 

to grammatical structures in meaningful contexts and communicative activities, 

rather than explicit instruction of grammar rules (Ellis, 2009). This approach 

recognizes that language acquisition develops naturally through meaningful input 

and interactions, which is in line with communicative language teaching concepts 

(Savignon, 2018). Implicit grammar teaching also integrates the natural curiosity 

and language instincts of learners, allowing them to make connections between 

form and meaning as they interact with the language in its cultural and situational 

contexts (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). This natural learning process is supported by 

the use of strategies which encourage active exploration and application of 

grammatical structures during communicative interactions. 

A key aspect of implicit grammar teaching is the use of extensive reading and 

listening activities that provide learners with rich and varied language input. 

According to Krashen's Input Hypothesis, exposure to comprehensible input 

slightly beyond the learner's current proficiency level (i+1) facilitates natural 

language acquisition (Krashen, 1985). Studies have shown that extensive reading 

programs, where learners are encouraged to read a huge amount of material for 

pleasure, significantly improve grammatical accuracy and overall language 

proficiency without explicit grammar instruction (Mason & Krashen, 1997). 

Similarly, listening to stories, songs, and conversations in the target language helps 

learners acquire grammatical structures through repeated exposure (Elley, 1989). 

Another technique associated with implicit grammar teaching is the integration 

of form-focused instruction within communicative tasks. Long (1991) introduced 

the concept of focus on form, where teachers draw learners' attention to linguistic 
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elements that occur incidentally in lessons whose primary focus is on meaning or 

communication. This can be achieved through techniques such as recasting, where 

the teacher reformulates a learner's error into the correct form while maintaining 

the flow of communication (Lyster & Ranta, 1997). Research indicates that this 

method not only helps learners acquire grammatical structures, but it also improves 

their ability to use these structures correctly in spontaneous speech (Doughty & 

Williams, 1998). 

Furthermore, the use of task-based language teaching (TBLT) supports 

implicit grammar acquisition by immersing learners in meaningful tasks that 

require the use of specific grammatical structures to achieve communicative 

objectives. Ellis (2003) advocates for TBLT as it encourages natural language use 

and problem solving, both of which are necessary for the implicit learning process. 

Tasks such as role-plays, simulations, and problem-solving activities encourage 

learners to focus on meaning while learning the grammatical structures required to 

complete the tasks. Studies have shown that TBLT not only improves grammatical 

accuracy but also increases learners' confidence and motivation to use the language 

in real-life situations (Willis & Willis, 2007). 

To sum up, implicit grammar teaching is based on the idea that language is 

best learned through exposure to meaningful input and communicative activities. 

Techniques such as extensive reading and listening, form-focused instruction 

within communicative tasks, and task-based language teaching all contribute to the 

natural and incidental acquisition of grammatical structures. This approach aligns 

with current views on language teaching, emphasizing the importance of 

communication and interaction in the learning process. As research continues to 

support the effectiveness of implicit grammar teaching, it remains an essential 

component of language education that promotes holistic language development. 

2. Core Foundations of Implicit Grammar Teaching 

The core foundations of implicit grammar teaching are grounded in several 

influential theories and approaches to second language acquisition (SLA). 

Krashen's (1985) Monitor Model, particularly the Input Hypothesis, proposes that 

language acquisition occurs through exposure to comprehensible input that is 
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slightly beyond the learner's current level. The Natural Approach to Language 

Acquisition, developed by Krashen and Terrell (1983), emphasizes the importance 

of meaningful communication and comprehensible input, rather than explicit 

grammar instruction. Additionally, Long's (1996) Interaction Hypothesis highlights 

the importance of meaning negotiation, during interaction in facilitating language 

development, including the acquisition of grammatical structures. 

Another significant theoretical foundation is Schmidt's (1990) Noticing 

Hypothesis, which posits that language learners must consciously notice linguistic 

forms in the input for acquisition to occur. According to Schmidt (1990), while 

implicit learning processes are essential, the role of attention and awareness cannot 

be entirely discounted. Implicit grammar teaching aligns with this hypothesis by 

providing learners with opportunities to notice grammatical structures in 

meaningful contexts without direct instruction. Research by Robinson (1995) 

supports this notion, indicating that learners who are encouraged to pay attention to 

language forms within communicative activities are more likely to internalize these 

structures. 

Vygotsky's (1978) Sociocultural Theory also supports implicit grammar 

teaching by emphasizing the importance of social interaction and scaffolding in 

language development. The concept of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), 

which refers to the difference between what learners can do independently and what 

they can achieve with guidance (Vygotsky, 1978). In the context of implicit 

grammar teaching, this theory suggests that learners benefit from interactive tasks 

and collaborative activities where they can receive support from more component 

peers or instructors. Therefore, scaffolding within the ZPD can facilitate the 

acquisition of grammatical structures during meaningful communication (Lantolf 

& Thorne, 2006). 

Furthermore, Swain's (2005) Output Hypothesis contributes to the theoretical 

framework of implicit grammar teaching by emphasizing the importance of 

language production in learning. Producing language through speaking or writing 

encourages learners to process language more deeply, therefore improving in the 

acquisition of grammatical rules (Swain, 2005). This is particularly relevant in task-
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based language teaching (TBLT), where learners engage in communicative tasks 

that require the use of specific grammatical forms. Swain and Lapkin (1995) found 

that opportunities for output combined with feedback during collaborative tasks 

significantly enhance learners' grammatical development. 

To conclude, the core foundations of implicit grammar teaching are supported 

by a range of influential theories in SLA. These include Krashen's Input Hypothesis 

and the Natural Approach, Long's Interaction Hypothesis, Schmidt's Noticing 

Hypothesis, Vygotsky's Sociocultural Theory, and Swain's Output Hypothesis. 

Each of these theories contributes to understanding how implicit exposure to 

language structures within meaningful and interactive contexts can facilitate the 

acquisition of grammar. This theoretical basis not only underscores the importance 

of implicit grammar teaching but also guides the development of effective 

instructional practices that promote natural and holistic language learning. 

3. Benefits and Challenges of Implicit Grammar Teaching 

The benefits of implicit grammar teaching include promoting language 

acquisition through meaningful interactions and exposure to comprehensible input, 

fostering a low-anxiety learning environment, and supporting the development of 

communicative competence (Pinter, 2017; Savignon, 2018). By focusing on 

meaningful contexts and authentic language use, implicit grammar teaching aligns 

with the cognitive and developmental needs of learners, particularly young learners 

(Cameron, 2001). However, implicit grammar teaching also has some challenges. 

One concern is the potential for fossilization, where learners absorb incorrect 

grammatical structures due to lack of explicit feedback or correction (Han & 

Finneran, 2014). Additionally, the effectiveness of implicit grammar teaching can 

vary based on individual learner characteristics, such as age, cognitive abilities, and 

learning styles (DeKeyser, 2003). 

A further benefit of implicit grammar teaching is its ability to enhance long-

term retention and automaticity of language use. Research indicates that when 

learners acquire grammar implicitly, they are more likely to use grammatical 

structures accurately in natural interaction (Ellis, 2009). This is because implicit 

learning processes integrate language use into the learners' procedural memory, 
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which supports automatic retrieval and application of grammatical rules without 

conscious effort (DeKeyser, 2010). Hulstijn (2002) found that implicit grammar 

teaching helps students develop a more intuitive grasp of language, which can be 

useful in real-world communicative settings where quick and accurate language use 

is required. 

Moreover, implicit grammar teaching can be effective in increasing learner 

engagement and motivation. Traditional explicit grammar instruction often relies 

on repetitive drills and decontextualized activities, which can lead to 

disengagement and a lack of motivation among learners (Lightbown & Spada, 

2013). In contrast, implicit grammar teaching involves interactive and meaningful 

activities such as storytelling, games, and task-based learning, which are more 

engaging and enjoyable for learners (Tomlinson, 2011). This increased engagement 

not only makes the learning process more enjoyable but also enhances motivation, 

which is essential for successful language acquisition (Dörnyei, 2001). 

However, the challenges of implicit grammar teaching cannot be ignored. One 

significant challenge is the difficulty in measuring and assessing grammatical 

competence acquired through implicit methods. Traditional assessments often 

focus on explicit knowledge of grammar rules and the ability to produce 

grammatically correct sentences in isolation, which may not accurately reflect a 

learner's implicit knowledge and communicative competence (Ellis, 2006). This 

discrepancy can lead to a misalignment between teaching practices and assessment 

methods, potentially disadvantaging learners who survive in communicative 

contexts but struggle with formal grammar tests. Norris and Ortega (2000) 

emphasize the need for developing assessment tools that can more accurately 

capture the implicit grammatical knowledge and communicative abilities of 

learners. 

Therefore, while implicit grammar teaching has various benefits, including 

enhanced engagement, motivation, and memory retention of grammatical 

structures, it also poses considerable challenges. These challenges include the risk 

of fossilization, variation in effectiveness based on individual learner 

characteristics, and difficulties in assessment. Addressing these challenges requires 
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a balanced approach that incorporates both implicit and explicit teaching methods, 

adapted to the needs of varied learners. As the field of SLA evolves, further 

research into effective strategies for integrating implicit grammar teaching with 

comprehensive assessment methods will be crucial in maximizing the benefits and 

limiting challenges of this approach. 

4. Techniques of Implicit Grammar Teaching 

Various techniques are employed in implicit grammar teaching to provide 

learners with exposure to grammatical structures within meaningful contexts. These 

include the use of authentic materials, such as storybooks, songs, and games 

(Cameron, 2001), as well as task-based activities that encourage learners to use 

grammar structures to achieve communicative goals (Ellis, 2003). Techniques such 

as Total Physical Response (TPR) (Asher, 1969) and information-gap activities are 

also used because they involve physical actions and negotiation of meaning, 

respectively, which support the implicit acquisition of grammar (Pinter, 2017). 

Additionally, techniques such as enhanced input (e.g., retention, repetition, visuals) 

and scaffolding are employed to make grammatical structures more noticeable and 

to support learners in their language development (Gibbons, 2015; Pinter, 2017). 

Another effective technique in implicit grammar teaching is the use of input 

flood, which involves exposing learners to a high frequency of specific grammatical 

structures within the material they receive. Ellis (2015) claims that input flood can 

enhance learners' ability to notice and acquire specific grammatical structures 

without explicit instruction. This technique is often combined with other methods, 

such as recasting and corrective feedback, to guide learners towards correct usage. 

For instance, learners exposed to input flood in a content-based instruction setting 

showed significant improvements in their grammatical accuracy over time (Long, 

2007). This highlights the effectiveness of this approach in promoting implicit 

learning. 

Interaction-based techniques also play a crucial role in implicit grammar 

teaching. Swain's (2005) Output Hypothesis emphasizes the importance of learners 

producing language to internalize grammatical structures. Collaborative activities, 

such as working in pairs and groups, encourage interactive language use among 
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learners, providing opportunities for meaningful communication and the natural use 

of grammar. Interactive settings can improve language development by 

encouraging collaborative knowledge production and providing learners with 

immediate feedback from peers (Storch, 2013). This aligns with Vygotsky's (1978) 

sociocultural theory, which highlights the significance of social interaction in 

cognitive development, including language acquisition.  

Moreover, the role of implicit corrective feedback, such as recasts and 

reformulations, is essential in implicit grammar teaching. Recasts, where the 

teacher reformulates a learner's error into the correct form without explicitly 

pointing out the mistake, have been shown to aid in the subconscious acquisition 

of grammatical structures (Lyster & Saito, 2010). This technique allows learners to 

compare their work with the correct form, which facilitates a deeper understanding 

of the grammar being targeted. Learners who received implicit corrective feedback 

in the form of recasts were more likely to produce accurate grammatical forms in 

subsequent tasks, suggesting the effectiveness of this technique in promoting 

implicit grammar learning (Doughty & Varela, 1998). 

So, a variety of techniques contribute to the effectiveness of implicit grammar 

teaching. These methods, including the use of authentic materials, task-based 

activities, input flood, interaction-based techniques, and implicit corrective 

feedback, collectively support the natural and subconscious acquisition of 

grammatical structures. The integration of these techniques within meaningful and 

communicative contexts not only enhances grammatical accuracy but also fosters 

overall language development, making implicit grammar teaching a valuable 

approach in language education. As research continues to evolve, further 

exploration into these techniques will provide deeper insights into their efficacy 

and potential applications in diverse learning environments. 

C. Teaching English to Young Learners 

This section discusses the definition of teaching English to young learners, 

characteristics of young learners, principles, techniques, and strategies for teaching 

English to young learners. 
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1. Definition of Teaching English to Young Learners 

Teaching English to young learners (TEYL) refers to the activity of 

introducing and developing English language skills in children aged approximately 

3 to 12 years old (Cameron 2001). This field recognizes the distinct cognitive, 

affective, and social characteristics of young learners and the need to adapt teaching 

approaches accordingly (Pinter, 2017). Teaching English to young learners aims to 

provide a solid foundation for language acquisition and foster positive attitudes 

towards learning English from an early age (Garton et al., 2011). Therefore, TEYL 

methodologies often emphasize the importance of creating an engaging 

environment that supports language learning. 

One important aspect of TEYL is the understanding of the sensitive period 

hypothesis, which suggests that younger learners are more receptive to language 

learning (Lenneberg, 1967). During this period, children's brains demonstrate 

significant adaptability, allowing them to acquire new languages more naturally 

and efficiently than adults (Singleton & Ryan, 2004). Research indicates that early 

exposure to a second language improves pronunciation and overall language ability 

(Nikolov & Djigunović, 2006). As a result, TEYL programs frequently emphasize 

immersive and interactive approaches that capitalize on this increased receptivity. 

Another important aspect of TEYL involves the adaptation of teaching 

methodologies to suit the developmental needs of young learners. Young learners 

learn best through play, stories, songs, and other engaging activities that are 

meaningful to them (Halliwell, 1992). These approaches are based on 

communicative language teaching (CLT), which focuses on real-life 

communication and interaction over rote memorization (Richards, 2006). In 

addition, scaffolding techniques, where teachers provide support structures to 

facilitate learning, are essential in supporting young learners to gradually achieve 

language independence (Wood et al., 1976). 

Finally, TEYL also considers the socio-cultural context of learners, 

recognizing that language learning is deeply influenced by the environment and 

interactions within it (Vygotsky, 1978). The role of family, peers, and community 

play an important role in reinforcing language skills outside the classroom (Ellis, 
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2008). Effective TEYL programs often involve collaboration with parents and 

caregivers to create a supportive learning environment at home for young learners. 

Furthermore, integrating cultural content into lessons can help young learners 

improve their intercultural competency and appreciation of diversity, which are 

important components of modern language education (Byram, 1997). 

In conclusion, TEYL involves a comprehensive approach to early language 

instruction that considers the cognitive, developmental, and socio-cultural needs of 

young learners. TEYL programs aim to develop a strong foundation for lifelong 

language acquisition and a positive attitude toward learning English by relying on 

the benefits of early learning, using age-appropriate approaches, and engaging the 

larger community. 

2. Characteristics of Young Learners 

Young learners have various characteristics that influence their language 

learning process. These characteristics, which stem from their cognitive, physical, 

and social-emotional development, shape their learning preferences, styles, and 

needs (Pinter, 2017). Understanding these characteristics is crucial for educators to 

design effective and engaging language learning experiences that cater to the 

unique needs of young learners. 

a. Short Attention Span 

One of the most notable characteristics of young learners is their short attention 

span. They have limited ability to maintain focus and concentration for long times. 

Young learners can focus on an activity for approximately 10 to 15 minutes before 

losing their interest (Blair, 2002). This necessitates frequent changes in activity and 

the incorporation of a variety of engaging, multisensory tasks to maintain their 

interest (Reilly & Ward, 1997). Using a combination of auditory, visual, and 

kinesthetic activities allows teachers to grab and keep the attention of young 

learners. 

b. Curiosity and Imagination 

Young learners are naturally curious, imaginative, and drawn to fantasy and 

creativity. These characteristics can be benefited to promote an engaging and 

exciting learning environment (Bruner, 1966). Storytelling, role-playing, and the 
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use of imaginative scenarios can stimulate their imagination and create a language 

learning environment less intimidating and entertaining (Wright, 1995). These 

types of activities not only facilitate language learning, but also develop creativity 

and critical thinking skills (Phillips, 1993). 

c. Need for Activity and Movement 

Young learners struggle to sit passively for a long period of time. They have a 

natural need for physical activity and movement, which is important for their 

general development and learning process (Phillips, 1993). Incorporating 

movement and kinesthetic activities into language instruction can address this need 

while also improving language acquisition. Hands-on activities, games, and tasks 

requiring physical activity can assist young learners stay focused, motivated, and 

actively engaged in the learning process (Pinter, 2017). 

d. Respond to Sensory Input 

Young learners learn best by seeing, hearing, touching, and experiencing 

directly. As Piaget's theory of cognitive development suggests, children in the 

preoperational stage (2-7 years) learn best through concrete, hands-on experiences 

rather than abstract concepts (Piaget, 2003). Using realia (real-world objects), 

pictures, songs, and tactile materials can help young learners connect language to 

actual experiences, making the learning process more meaningful and memorable. 

These multisensory activities can provide opportunities for young learners to be 

active in participation and interaction. 

e. Egocentric Nature 

Young learners love to talk about themselves, and respond well to the learning 

process that uses themselves and their own lives as main topics in the classroom. 

According to Pinter (2017), children are attracted to their personal lives and 

experiences, and they enthusiastically engage in classroom activities that allow 

them to share their stories. Teachers can create a more meaningful and engaging 

learning environment by exploring learners' personal experiences, interests, and 

familiar contexts (Cameron 2001). For instance, teachers connect the topics to 

students' lives/interests and use names/experiences in examples. 
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f. Learning by doing 

Learning by doing encourages children to acquire language through their 

senses, movement, and interaction with others, creating the learning experience 

more meaningful and enjoyable (Pinter, 2017). Practical examples of learning by 

doing in the language classroom include role-plays, games, crafts, experiments, and 

field trips. Children learn best when they actively participate in the learning 

process, rather than passively receiving knowledge (Harmer, 2007). By 

implementing the principle of learning by doing, teachers can create a dynamic and 

stimulating learning environment that fosters active engagement, personal 

connections, and a deeper understanding of language for young learners. 

g. Variability in Development 

Young learners' cognitive, social, and emotional development vary 

significantly. This variation means that children of the same age can have a wide 

range of abilities and learning styles (Tomlinson, 2001). Differentiated instruction, 

which involves customizing teaching methods and resources to students' various 

needs, is critical in addressing these differences (Gregory & Chapman, 2012). 

Teachers can guarantee that all students are engaged and developing at the right 

pace by giving different levels of assistance and challenges. 

Therefore, young learners' unique characteristics, such as short attention span, 

curiosity, and egocentric nature, influence their language learning process. To cater 

to these needs, educators should incorporate diverse activities, realia, and active 

participation, while considering their developmental variability and differentiating 

instruction accordingly. 

3. Principles for Teaching English to Young Learners 

Several principles have been established to ensure effective teaching English 

to young learners (TEYL). These include contextual learning, meaningful learning, 

implicit learning, and learner-centered learning. 

a. Contextual Learning 

Contextual learning is an essential component of effective TEYL, emphasizing 

the importance of setting up language instruction in meaningful and relevant 

contexts (Krashen, 1985). This principle is based on the idea that young learners 
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acquire language more naturally and effectively when it is presented in a context 

that makes sense to them. By situating language within authentic contexts, learners 

can better understand the functional aspects of language and develop 

communicative competence (Brown, 2007). Various techniques to create 

meaningful contexts for language learning, such as using realia (real-life objects), 

visual aids, role-plays, and task-based activities. 

b. Meaningful Learning 

Meaningful learning is another important TEYL principle that requires 

language activities to be engaging and relevant to the learners' lives (Ausubel, 

1968). When children see personal relevance and purpose in their language learning 

activities, they are more likely to be motivated and invested in learning. Activities 

that draw children's interests, such as discussing their favorite hobbies or involving 

them in projects related to their daily lives, can help them learn more meaningfully. 

Meaningful learning makes language acquisition more enjoyable and effective 

(Pinter, 2017). It encourages learners to use language in authentic and meaningful 

ways. 

c. Implicit Learning 

Another essential principle for educating young learners is implicit learning, 

which emphasizes language acquisition through exposure rather than explicit 

instruction (Ellis, 2009). Young learners are good at picking up language patterns 

and structures implicitly through rich language input and natural interactions. This 

principle is frequently applied through techniques such as storytelling, games, 

songs, and immersive classroom situations in which the target language is spoken 

organically and widely. Implicit learning allows children to acquire language in a 

process similar to first language acquisition, making it a very effective strategy for 

young learners (Cameron, 2001). 

d. Learner-Centered Learning 

Learner-centered learning is a principle that emphasizes learners' needs, 

interests, and abilities over teacher-led instruction (Nunan, 1988). In TEYL, this 

entails developing a learning environment where children have a say in their 

learning experiences and activities are personalized to their specific interests and 
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developmental phases. This strategy promotes active engagement, fosters 

autonomy, and enhances motivation. Scaffolding is a key strategy in learner-

centered learning because it provides appropriate support to help learners progress 

at their own pace (Gibbons, 2015). Learner-centered techniques result in more 

engagement and better learning outcomes because they are consistent with how 

children naturally learn and interact with their surroundings. 

To sum up, the principles of contextual learning, meaningful learning, implicit 

learning, and learner-centered learning are fundamental to effective TEYL. These 

principles ensure that language instruction is relevant, engaging, natural, and suited 

to the needs of young learners, resulting in an ideal environment for language 

learning. 

4. Methods and Techniques for Teaching English to Young Learners 

Several TEYL techniques have been proposed, including storytelling (Wright, 

2008), Total Physical Response (TPR) (Asher, 1969), songs and chants (Pinter, 

2017), games and role-plays (Cameron, 2001), and the use of realia and visuals 

(Tomlinson, 2013). These techniques address young learners' cognitive, affective, 

and physical needs, making language learning more engaging and meaningful. 

a. Storytelling 

Storytelling is a powerful technique in TEYL because it taps into young 

learners' love of stories and their ability to understand complex ideas through 

narrative (Wright, 2008). Stories provide a natural context for language exposure, 

allowing children to learn new vocabulary and grammatical structures in a 

meaningful way (Isbell et al., 2004). Furthermore, storytelling can improve 

listening skills and comprehension while encouraging a positive attitude toward 

language learning. Stories use repetitive and predictable patterns to reinforce 

language points, making them easier for young learners to remember and use it. 

b. Total Physical Response 

Total Physical Response (TPR) is another effective way of teaching English to 

young learners. TPR includes learners physically responding to verbal commands, 

which helps to reinforce language learning through movement. This strategy is 

helpful for young learners because it aligns to their natural desire to learn by doing 
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(Richards & Rodgers, 2014). TPR improves language memory while also making 

learning more active and entertaining. It reduces the stress commonly associated 

with language learning, resulting in a low-anxiety atmosphere conducive to 

acquisition (Krashen, 1982). 

c. Songs and Chants 

Songs and chants are very popular in TEYL because of their rhythmic and 

repeated character, which promotes memorization and pronunciation (Pinter, 

2017). Music and rhythm stimulate both cognitive and affective dimensions in 

young learners, making learning a language enjoyable and memorable (Paquette & 

Rieg, 2008). Songs can help children learn new vocabulary, phrases, and 

grammatical structures in a way that is easily accessible to children. Furthermore, 

songs and chants are able to increase listening skills and phonological awareness, 

both of which are important for early language development (Medina, 1993). 

d. Games 

Games are techniques tools in TEYL because they offer a dynamic and 

interactive learning environment (Cameron 2001). Games are not only stimulating, 

but they also provide meaningful practice in a context that is both enjoyable and 

educational. They encourage social connection and cooperation, helping children 

to use the language in communicative situations. 

e. Role-Playing 

Role-playing allows students to practice real-life language use in a safe and 

structured environment, improving both speaking and listening abilities (Phillips, 

1999). These exercises address young learners' desire for play and imagination, 

resulting in a natural and enjoyable language learning experience.  

f. The Use of Realia and Visual  

The use of realia and visuals is another successful TEYL approach. Realia, or 

real objects, and visuals, such as pictures and flashcards, provide concrete 

representations of language concepts, making abstract ideas more accessible to 

young learners (Tomlinson, 2013). These tools help to bridge the gap between the 

classroom and the real world, making learning more relevant and meaningful. 

Visual aids can also support comprehension and retention by providing visual 
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context and reinforcing new words. They appeal to the visual learning approach 

that many young learners prefer and can be used to teach, practice, and review 

language in an engaging way. 

Finally, TEYL incorporates a variety of techniques such as storytelling, TPR, 

songs and chants, games and role-plays, as well as the use of reality and visuals. 

These approaches not only address the cognitive, affective, and physical needs of 

young learners, but they also make language learning more engaging and 

meaningful. Using these techniques, teachers can create a dynamic and supportive 

learning environment that encourages effective language acquisition in young 

learners. 

5. Strategies for Teaching English to Young Learners 

Effective strategies for TEYL include differentiated instruction to 

accommodate diverse learning needs (Tomlinson, 2001), task-based language 

teaching (TBLT) to provide meaningful and contextualized language practice 

(Ellis, 2003), and content-language integration (Brinton et al., 2003). Additionally, 

strategies such as scaffolding learning (Gibbons, 2015), providing opportunities for 

interaction and negotiation of meaning (Long, 1996), and incorporating technology 

and multimedia resources (Tomlinson, 2013) are recommended for TEYL. 

a. Differentiated instruction 

Differentiated instruction is important in TEYL because it accommodates the 

diverse abilities, interests, and learning styles of young learners (Tomlinson, 2001). 

This method involves adapting teaching techniques and materials to match the 

individual needs of each learner. For example, teachers might give more 

challenging tasks to advanced learners while providing more support to those that 

need it. Differentiated instruction may include modifying the types of activities, 

adjusting the pace of instruction, and applying a variety of evaluation methods to 

ensure that every learner can demonstrate their understanding in ways that are 

meaningful to them. Research shows that differentiated instruction increases 

engagement and improves learning outcomes by ensuring that every learner is 

properly challenged and encouraged (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2010). 
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b. Task-Based Language Teaching 

Another effective TEYL strategy is Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT), 

which emphasizes the use of authentic language tasks that require meaningful 

communication (Ellis, 2003). TBLT engages learners in activities such as problem-

solving, projects, and real-world tasks that simulate the natural use of language. 

This method allows young learners to practice language in a context, making it 

more relevant and useful. TBLT can also improve language skills by encouraging 

active use of the target language, fostering critical thinking, and promoting student 

collaboration (Nunan, 2004). Engaging in tasks with clear goals and outcomes 

allows learners to see the practical application which may enhance motivation. 

c. Content and Language Integrated Learning 

Another popular TEYL strategy is content and language integration, also 

known as Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) (Brinton et al., 2003). 

CLIL is the practice of teaching subjects such as science, math, as well as social 

studies in English, thereby integrating language learning and content learning. This 

approach provides a dual focus, learners acquire new content knowledge while also 

improving their language skills. CLIL has been shown to increase cognitive 

engagement and improve language and content retention (Coyle et al., 2010). By 

contextualizing language learning within other subject areas, learners can gain a 

more comprehensive understanding and use of the language. 

d. Scaffolding 

Scaffolding is an important TEYL strategy that involves providing temporary 

support to help learners who are unable to complete tasks independently (Gibbons, 

2015). This support can take many forms, such as modeling language use, providing 

visual aids, or breaking down tasks into smaller. As learners become more 

proficient, these supports are gradually removed a while fostering confidence. 

Scaffolding is consistent with Vygotsky's (1978) concept of the Zone of Proximal 

Development (ZPD), which emphasizes the potential for learning that can occur 

with appropriate support. Effective scaffolding enables young learners to gradually 

increase their skills and knowledge, promoting both short-term success and long-

term development. 
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e. Interaction and Meaning Negotiation 

TEYL also values opportunities for interaction and meaning negotiation. 

Interaction facilitates language acquisition by allowing learners to get feedback, 

clarify misunderstandings, and adjust their output (Long, 1996). This process of 

negotiation assists learners to refine their language skills and develop better 

communication competence. Group work, pair activities, and discussion are 

examples of interactive activities that allow learners to practice language in 

meaningful contexts. These interactions not only improve language skills, but they 

also foster social and collaborative skills, which are critical for overall 

development. 

f. Incorporating Technology and Multimedia  

Incorporating technology and multimedia materials into TEYL is increasingly 

recognized as an effective strategy (Tomlinson, 2013). Interactive games, 

educational materials applications, and internet resources are examples of digital 

technology that can assist young learners practice English in an engaging and 

interactive way. Technology may provide customized educational experiences, 

instant feedback, and access to a wide range of real-world materials. Furthermore, 

multimedia resources such as movies, audio recordings, and digital storytelling 

enhance listening and speaking skills while also making learning more dynamic 

and enjoyable. 

To summarize, effective TEYL strategies include differentiated instruction, 

TBLT, CLIL, scaffolding, promoting interaction, and incorporating technology. 

These strategies meet the various requirements of young learners by providing 

engaging, contextualized, and supportive learning experiences that improve 

language acquisition and overall development. 

6. Designing TEYL Activities 

Teaching English to Young Learners (TEYL) demands the thoughtful design 

of activities to ensure effective language acquisition. Effective TEYL activities are 

essential for engaging young learners and facilitating language acquisition in a 

manner that is both enjoyable and educational. Sukarno (2008) underscores the 

importance of considering several key factors to optimize the learning experience 
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for young learners through learning activities and materials. Designing TEYL 

activities, highlighting the importance of age-appropriate content, interactive 

methods, role of multimedia, and scaffolded learning. 

a. Age-Appropriate Content 

One of the foremost considerations in designing TEYL activities is ensuring 

they are age-appropriate. Young learners, typically aged 5-12, have distinct 

cognitive and developmental characteristics that influence their learning processes 

(Pinter, 2017). Activities and materials should incorporate themes and topics that 

resonate with children’s interests and experiences, such as family, animals, and 

daily routines, to maintain engagement and facilitate meaningful learning 

(Cameron, 2001; Linse, 2005). Age-appropriate content not only captures learners' 

attention but also fosters a deeper connection with the language being taught. 

b. Interactive Methods 

Interactive methods play a crucial role in engaging young learners in TEYL. 

Activities such as role-plays, group discussions, and storytelling help create a 

dynamic classroom environment where children can practice language skills 

contextually (Pinter, 2017). Techniques like Total Physical Response (TPR), which 

combines language learning with physical movement, cater to the kinesthetic 

learning styles prevalent among young children (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2016). These 

interactive methods encourage active participation and communication, making the 

learning process more enjoyable and effective. 

c. Role of Multimedia 

Multimedia resources are vital in TEYL as they cater to various learning styles 

and enhance engagement. Visual aids like pictures, flashcards, and digital media 

help make abstract language concepts more concrete and comprehensible (Brewster 

et al., 2002). Research indicates that multimedia tools, including videos, songs, and 

interactive software, can significantly enhance language learning by making 

lessons more engaging and maintaining students' interest (Shyamlee & Phil, 2012). 

d.  Incorporating Games 

Games are a vital component of TEYL activities due to their ability to motivate 

learners and create a positive learning atmosphere. Wright et al. (2006) argue that 
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games facilitate language practice in a fun and stress-free environment, 

encouraging learners to use English spontaneously. Similarly, Hadfield (1990) 

points out that language games help to reinforce vocabulary and grammar in a 

playful context, making learning less daunting for children. 

e. Scaffolded Learning 

Effective TEYL activities and materials should provide appropriate 

scaffolding to support learners' progress. Scaffolding involves offering temporary 

support structures to assist learners until they can perform tasks independently 

(Gibbons, 2015). Structured activities that gradually increase in complexity allow 

learners to build on their prior knowledge and skills, managing cognitive load and 

ensuring that young learners are neither overwhelmed nor under-challenged 

(Vygotsky, 1978). 

In conclusion, designing effective TEYL activities requires a comprehensive 

approach that considers various factors to cater to the developmental needs and 

learning styles of young learners. Key components include age-appropriate content, 

interactive methods, multimedia resources, incorporating games, and scaffolded 

learning. By integrating these elements teachers can create a dynamic and 

supportive learning environment that fosters young learners' language acquisition 

and enthusiasm for learning English. 

7. Component of TEYL Design 

The components of a TEYL design include learning identity, English skill 

focus, learning objectives, learning outcomes, media, materials, 

methods/techniques, steps of learning activities, and assessment/evaluation. This 

review examines relevant studies to figure out the role of each component and 

importance in TEYL design. 

a. Learning Identity 

Learning identity includes the subject, class/semester, main topic of the lesson, 

and time allocation. According to Halliwell (1992), clarity in the learning identity 

helps in organizing the curriculum and setting clear expectations for both teachers 

and students. In addition, detailed learning identity aids in maintaining consistency 

and continuity in teaching across different classes and semesters (Cameron, 2001). 
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b. English Skill Focused 

TEYL encourages the importance of specific language skills such as listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing, along with additional areas such as grammar, 

vocabulary, and pronunciation. Effective TEYL designs commonly involve more 

than one of these skills depending on the learners' proficiency and needs. Pardede 

(2019) highlights the importance of integrating skill-focused activities that address 

young learners' cognitive and language development stages which aids in the 

development of lessons that progressively enhance students' abilities. 

c. Learning Objectives 

Learning objectives set specific goals for what students should achieve by the 

end of the lesson or unit. Brown (2007) emphasizes that well-defined objectives 

guide teachers in selecting appropriate materials and methods, ensuring that each 

lesson is purposeful and goal-oriented. The objectives should be specific, 

achievable, relevant, and time-bound, ensuring that they align with the overall 

curriculum goals (Scott & Ytreberg, 1990). 

d. Learning Outcomes  

In the context of Kurikulum Merdeka in Indonesia, learning outcomes 

(Capaian Pembelajaran) refer to the competencies that students are expected to 

achieve. These outcomes are essential for evaluating the effectiveness of the 

instructional process. The clear learning outcomes provide a basis for assessment 

and help in aligning teaching practices with desired learning objectives (Richards 

& Rodgers, 2001). 

e. Media and Materials 

The use of media and materials in TEYL enhances engagement and facilitates 

better understanding. Visual aids, digital tools, and authentic materials make 

learning more interactive and relatable for young learners (Harmer, 2007). Brewster 

et al. (2004) note that appropriate materials should be age-appropriate, culturally 

relevant, and supportive of the learning objectives. Moreover, using various media, 

such as audio-visual aids, online resources, videos, and interactive apps, can 

accommodate to different learning styles and can significantly boost motivation and 

retention. 
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f. Methods/Techniques 

The methods and techniques employed in TEYL are essential to delivering the 

content effectively. Techniques such as Total Physical Response (TPR), 

storytelling, games, and songs are widely recommended for young learners (Asher, 

2009). These methods address the young learners' need for physical activity and 

engagement, making the learning process enjoyable and effective (Pinter, 2006). 

g. Steps of Learning Activities 

Structured learning activities, including opening, pre-activities, main 

activities, post-activities, review, and closing, provide a comprehensive framework 

and plays a specific role in the teaching and learning process. According to 

Thornbury (2006), a well-organized lesson plan with these steps ensures a smooth 

flow of activities and maintains students' interest and focus. 

h. Assessment/Evaluation 

Assessment and evaluation are essential for monitoring student progress and 

the effectiveness of the teaching methods. Formative assessments, such as quizzes 

and observations, give immediate feedback and allow for timely interventions 

(Black & Wiliam, 1998). Summative assessments, on the other hand, evaluate the 

overall achievement of learning outcomes. A balanced approach to assessment 

promotes learning and provides a fair evaluation of student performance (Hughes, 

2003). 

To summarize, effective Teaching English to Young Learners (TEYL) 

requires a well-rounded design that includes several key components. These are 

learning identity, English skill focus, learning objectives, learning outcomes, 

media, materials, methods/techniques, steps of learning activities, and 

assessment/evaluation. Each part is crucial: clear learning identity and objectives 

provide structure; focusing on specific English skills matches young learners' 

needs; varied media and materials keep lessons engaging; and appropriate methods 

make learning fun. Structured activities ensure smooth lessons, and balanced 

assessments track progress. Together, these elements create an effective and 

enjoyable TEYL environment. 
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D. Implicit Grammar Teaching for Young Learners 

This section discusses the concept of implicit grammar teaching for young 

learners, strategies and activities used in implicit grammar teaching for young 

learners, benefits and challenges of implicit grammar teaching for young learners. 

1. Concept of Implicit Grammar Teaching for Young Learners 

The concept of implicit grammar teaching has received a lot of interest in the 

area of teaching English to young learners. Rather than explicitly teaching grammar 

rules, implicit grammar teaching exposes learners to grammatical structures in 

meaningful situations and communicative actions (Cameron, 2001). This method 

is consistent with the cognitive and developmental features of young students, who 

learn best through interaction, play, and exploration (Pinter, 2017). According to 

Guci and Drajati (2019), young learners often benefit from this approach due to 

their developmental stage and the way they naturally acquire language. 

One of the main benefits of implicit grammar teaching is that it aligns with 

natural language acquisition processes. According to research, young children learn 

their first language instinctively, without receiving explicit grammatical instruction 

(Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Implicit grammar teaching mimics this natural 

acquisition process in the second language classroom, this can provide a more 

intuitive and less stressful learning environment. Children learn about grammatical 

forms through stories, songs, and interactive games that give rich, understandable 

input. This exposure permits students to gradually internalize grammar. According 

to research, taking this method can result in increased fluency and accurate use of 

grammatical structures (Ellis, 2009). 

Moreover, implicit grammar teaching gains the benefits of meaningful 

communication and interaction. Long's engagement Hypothesis (1996) asserts that 

meaningful interaction and meaning negotiation are critical components of 

language development. When children participate in communicative activities, they 

are not only exposed to grammatical forms, but also given opportunities to apply 

them in context, receive feedback, and modify their language use. This 

participatory technique helps to strengthen their comprehension and application of 

grammar. For example, interactive storytelling or role-playing activities can 
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provide scenarios in which children naturally employ diverse grammatical 

structures, supporting their acquisition in a communicative and enjoyable manner 

(Philp et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, cognitive development theories support the use of implicit 

grammar teaching. Young learners are frequently more concerned with meaning 

than form, and explicit grammar teaching can be abstract and difficult to 

comprehend (Pinter, 2017). Teachers can accommodate young learners' 

developmental stages by integrating grammar education into meaningful activities. 

This technique is supported by Vygotsky's (1978) Zone of Proximal Development 

(ZPD) hypothesis, stating that learning occurs best when children are engaged in 

tasks that are just beyond their current skills and are scaffolded appropriately. 

Implicit grammar teaching provides such scaffolding through contextualized 

language use, allowing children to develop their grammatical competence in a 

supported manner. 

In conclusion, implicit grammar teaching is an efficient approach for young 

learners because it aligns with natural language learning processes, promotes 

meaningful communication and interaction, and is based on cognitive 

developmental theories. This method not only makes grammar learning easier and 

more pleasant, but it also helps students internalize and apply grammatical 

structures. Implicit grammar teaching promotes the comprehensive and intuitive 

development of language abilities in early children by focusing on exposing 

learners to rich, comprehensible input within relevant contexts. 

2. Principles of Implicit Grammar Teaching for Young Learners 

Implicit grammar teaching, which aligns with natural language acquisition 

processes, has gained importance in current language education. This literature 

review incorporates the core theories and current evidence supporting implicit 

grammar teaching for young learners. By examining the Input Hypothesis 

(Krashen, 1985), the Natural Approach (Krashen & Terrell, 1983), the Interaction 

Hypothesis (Long, 1996), the Noticing Hypothesis (Schmidt, 1990), Sociocultural 

Theory (Vygotsky, 1978), and the Output Hypothesis (Swain, 2005), this review 

outlines the principles and practical implications for teachers. 
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a. Comprehensible Input 

One of the fundamental principles of implicit grammar teaching is the 

providing of comprehensible input. Krashen's Input Hypothesis, which posits that 

language acquisition occurs when learners are exposed to language input slightly 

beyond their existing proficiency level, known as "i+1" (Krashen, 1985). This 

hypothesis emphasizes the necessity for meaningful communication rather than 

isolated grammatical drills. Research supports the efficacy of comprehensible input 

in enhancing linguistic competence, particularly among young learners who thrive 

in immersive and contextualized learning environments (Lightbown & Spada, 

2013). 

b. Natural Language Exposure 

Krashen and Terrell’s Natural Approach (1983) advocates for a stress-free, 

naturalistic language acquisition process, where grammar is learned incidentally 

through meaningful interaction. This method aligns with young learners’ innate 

capacity for language absorption in informal settings. Studies indicate that children 

benefit from engaging in activities such as storytelling, play, and conversation, 

which naturally incorporate grammatical structures without explicit focus (Ellis, 

2015). 

c. Interaction and Communication 

Long’s Interaction Hypothesis (1996) underscores the role of interaction in 

language development. It posits that conversational exchanges and negotiation of 

meaning facilitate linguistic growth by providing opportunities for feedback and 

modified input. Interaction is particularly effective for young learners, as it mirrors 

the social nature of their primary language learning experiences. Empirical 

evidence demonstrates that through interaction, children can implicitly acquire 

grammatical rules as they negotiate meaning and receive corrective feedback in a 

communicative context (Mackey & Goo, 2007). 

d. Noticing and Awareness 

Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis (1990) suggests that while implicit learning is 

crucial, some degree of conscious awareness or "noticing" of language forms is 

necessary for acquisition. For young learners, this can be subtly achieved through 
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exposure to repeated language patterns within meaningful contexts. Research 

highlights that children are capable of picking up on these patterns and rules 

implicitly, provided they are given ample exposure and opportunities to notice 

linguistic forms (Ellis, 2008). 

e. Sociocultural Interaction 

Vygotsky’s Sociocultural Theory (1978) emphasizes the importance of social 

interaction and cultural context in learning. It introduces the concept of the Zone of 

Proximal Development (ZPD), where learners achieve higher levels of 

understanding with the guidance of more knowledgeable others. For young 

language learners, this means that implicit grammar teaching is most effective when 

scaffolded by interactions with teachers or peers who provide appropriate linguistic 

input and support (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). 

f. Output and Production 

Swain’s Output Hypothesis (2005) highlights the importance of language 

production in learning. While implicit learning focuses on input, opportunities for 

output allow learners to test hypotheses about language use and refine their 

grammatical accuracy. For young learners, engaging in activities that require 

speaking or writing can reinforce implicit knowledge by encouraging active use 

and experimentation with language structures (Swain, 2005). 

To sum up, implicit grammar teaching for young learners is supported by a 

convergence of theories emphasizing the importance of naturalistic, interactive, and 

socially situated learning environments. By leveraging comprehensible input, 

natural exposure, interaction, noticing, sociocultural context, and output, educators 

can foster effective and engaging grammar acquisition without explicit instruction. 

This approach aligns with the cognitive and developmental needs of young learners, 

promoting a holistic and intuitive grasp of language. 

3. Strategies and Activities Used in Implicit Grammar Teaching for Young 

Learners 

Implicit grammar teaching for young learners focuses on exposing learners to 

language in context and providing opportunities for meaningful interaction, rather 

than explicit instruction of grammatical rules (Cameron, 2001; Pinter, 2017). 
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Various strategies and activities can be employed to facilitate implicit grammar 

learning for young learners. 

a. Storybooks 

Storybooks are one of the most successful ways for implicit grammar teaching. 

Storybooks provide rich and varied language input in a story setting, making them 

perfect for naturally introducing young learners to grammatical structures (Ellis & 

Brewster, 2014). Children can learn grammatical patterns and vocabulary without 

direct instruction by reading the stories again and engaging in interactive 

discussions about them. 

b. Songs 

Songs give rhythmic and repetitive language exposure, which can assist young 

learners retain grammar principles by creating appealing and memorable songs 

(Paquette & Rieg, 2008). Research has demonstrated that adding songs into 

language instruction can considerably improve grammar acquisition and retention 

in young learners (Medina, 1993). 

c. Games 

Games can also be effective techniques for teaching grammar implicitly. These 

activities engage students in entertaining and meaningful language use, allowing 

them to practice grammatical structures in context. Grammar games, for example, 

that demand learners to construct sentences or employ certain grammatical forms 

can provide repeated exposure and practice in a pleasant and interactive setting 

(Wright et al., 2006). 

d. Role-Playing 

Role-playing activities, in which children play different characters and act out 

events, can also promote realistic language use and implicit grammar learning 

(Phillips, 1999). Participating in these activities allows learners to experiment with 

language in a low-pressure setting, increasing natural language acquisition and 

confidence. 

e. Enhanced Input Techniques 

 Grammatical structures are made more apparent to young learners by 

enhanced input techniques such as tension, repetition, and visual aids. These 
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strategies may involve emphasizing specific grammatical forms in spoken 

language, using visuals to draw attention to grammar concepts, and providing many 

opportunities for practice and repetition. For example, teachers may emphasize the 

use of past tense verbs in a story or use flashcards to illustrate and reinforce specific 

grammar concepts (Pinter, 2017). Enhanced input ensures that learners recognize 

and analyze grammatical structures, which facilitates implicit acquisition. 

In other words, implicit grammar teaching for young learners includes a 

number of strategies and activities that take advantage of natural language 

exposure, relevant situations, and interactive tasks. Using storybooks and songs, 

including games and role-playing, and implementing enhanced input methods all 

help to create a rich and interesting language learning environment. These 

approaches are consistent with young children's developmental needs and learning 

styles, resulting in successful and pleasurable grammar acquisition. 

4. Benefits and Challenges of Implicit Grammar Teaching for Young 

Learners 

Implicit grammar teaching for young learners offers several benefits, but it also 

presents some challenges that educators must navigate. This approach, which aligns 

with Krashen's (1982) theory of second language acquisition, focuses on exposing 

learners to grammatical structures through meaningful context and interaction, 

rather than explicit instruction of rules (Cameron, 2001; Pinter, 2017). 

a. Benefits of Implicit Grammar Teaching for Young Learners 

1) Supports Language Acquisition 

Implicit grammar teaching is highly effective in supporting language 

acquisition because it relies on meaningful interactions and exposure to 

understandable input, which is central to Krashen's Input Hypothesis. This 

approach allows young learners to absorb grammar naturally, just as they do with 

their first language, by engaging with the language in context rather than through 

direct instruction. This natural exposure helps them internalize grammatical 

structures more intuitively and effectively. 

2) Promotes a Low-Anxiety Atmosphere 

One of the significant advantages of implicit grammar teaching is its ability to 
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create a low-anxiety learning environment. Young learners often find explicit 

grammar instruction intimidating and stressful, which can hinder their motivation 

and progress. By focusing on communication and comprehension rather than rote 

memorization of rules, implicit methods reduce anxiety and make learning more 

enjoyable. This relaxed atmosphere encourages students to experiment with the 

language without the fear of making mistakes, fostering a more positive and 

effective learning experience (Pinter, 2017). 

3) Enhances Communicative Ability 

Implicit grammar teaching enhances communicative ability by allowing 

learners to acquire language in authentic circumstances. This method prioritizes 

meaningful communication over the mechanical learning of grammar rules. As 

young learners interact in real-life contexts, they develop practical language skills 

that are immediately applicable. This approach helps them become more fluent and 

confident speakers, as they learn to use language naturally and contextually 

(Savignon, 2018). 

4) Aligns with Natural Language Learning Processes 

The process of implicit grammar teaching aligns closely with how young 

learners naturally acquire their first language. Children learn their native language 

through immersion and interaction, without formal grammar instruction. By using 

similar strategies for second language learning, educators can create a smoother and 

more intuitive language acquisition process. This method supports the development 

of greater fluency and spontaneity in language use, as children are immersed in a 

rich linguistic environment that mirrors their natural learning experiences (Ellis, 

2009). 

5) Utilizes Engaging Methods 

Implicit grammar teaching employs engaging methods such as storybooks, 

songs, and interactive activities, which provide an immersive and entertaining 

language experience. These tools not only capture the interest of young learners but 

also offer repeated exposure to grammatical structures in a meaningful context. 

This combination of fun and learning helps reinforce language skills in a way that 

is both enjoyable and effective (Ellis & Brewster, 2014). 
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6) Reduces Anxiety and Stress 

Implicit teaching methods are particularly beneficial in reducing the anxiety 

and stress often associated with learning grammar. Young learners frequently find 

explicit grammatical rules abstract and difficult to grasp, leading to frustration and 

demotivation. By focusing on meaningful communication and practical language 

use, implicit methods make learning more accessible and enjoyable. This low-

anxiety setting allows children to experiment with language freely, fostering a 

positive attitude towards language development and encouraging sustained interest 

and engagement (Krashen, 1985; Dörnyei, 2009). 

7) Evidence of Effectiveness 

Numerous studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of implicit grammar 

teaching in improving grammatical accuracy and overall language competence. 

Research shows that when learners engage in task-based activities and meaningful 

contexts, they achieve better results than through traditional explicit instruction. 

These findings underscore the value of implicit methods in providing a solid 

foundation for young learners' language development, preparing them for more 

advanced stages of language learning (Shintani, 2013; Spada & Tomita, 2010). 

b. Challenges of Implicit Grammar Teaching for Young Learners 

1) Risk of Fossilization 

One of the primary challenges of implicit grammar teaching is the risk of 

fossilization, where learners may internalize incorrect grammatical structures due 

to a lack of explicit feedback and correction. Without clear guidance and correction, 

errors can become ingrained, making it difficult for learners to achieve grammatical 

precision later on. This issue highlights the need for a balanced approach that 

includes some form of corrective feedback to prevent the solidification of incorrect 

forms (Han & Finneran, 2014). 

2) Variability in Effectiveness 

The effectiveness of implicit grammar teaching can vary significantly among 

learners, influenced by individual differences such as age, cognitive abilities, and 

learning styles. Younger learners often benefit more from implicit methods due to 

their natural capacity for language absorption. In contrast, older learners might 
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require a combination of implicit and explicit instruction to fully understand 

complex grammatical structures. This variability necessitates a flexible teaching 

approach that can be tailored to meet the diverse needs of learners (DeKeyser, 2003; 

Norris & Ortega, 2000). 

3) Need for Targeted Correction 

Another challenge is the necessity for targeted correction to avoid the 

entrenchment of grammatical errors. While implicit teaching methods focus on 

natural language use, the absence of explicit corrective feedback can lead to the 

consolidation of mistakes. To achieve grammatical accuracy, it is essential to 

incorporate some level of explicit correction to address persistent errors. This 

balanced approach can help learners refine their grammatical understanding while 

benefiting from the natural acquisition processes of implicit teaching (Han & 

Finneran, 2014). 

Despite these challenges, the overall body of research supports the 

effectiveness of implicit grammar teaching in promoting young learners' language 

development. By providing rich, meaningful contexts and reducing anxiety, 

implicit methods lay a robust foundation for future language learning, helping 

young learners achieve grammatical accuracy and communicative competence. 

Finally, the concept of implicit grammar teaching for young learners takes into 

consideration this age group's cognitive and developmental demands, facilitating 

language learning through meaningful interactions and exposure to understandable 

input. While there are certain limitations, research shows that this approach is 

helpful in promoting grammatical accuracy and communicative competence in 

young English language learners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


